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Abstract

There are currently numerous practical applications to improve the effectiveness of Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) Systems. RFID provides an efficient identification for shipping and receiving
goods. In warehouse management, RFID mechanisms can be used to check whether large quantities
of goods are presented within a supply-chain system. In a supermarket, product information can be
acquired without asking the clerks, one by one. The above applications are limited with regard to
authentication between a single tag and server, while other applications focus on authenticating the
relationships among the tags. In this paper, we use a yoking proof mechanism conforming to EPC-
global Class 1 Generation 2 Standards to improve the customs container check. Our scheme can also
defend against known attacks and greatly enhance security.

Keywords: RFID, EPCglobal, Security, Yorking proof, Supply-chain, Authentication, Attacks.

1 Introduction

In recent years, division of work has been a popular model in the product line. It is a trend of global-
ization around the world. For example, a product may contain various kinds of materials from different
countries. That is, a commercialization product may come from various countries or companies. In
order to reduce the costs and offer higher quality, increased transportation cannot be avoided among
the countries around the world. Accompanying the increased transportation, custom checks may form
a bottleneck in the supply chain. Thus, in this paper we are interested in designing a method to solve
this problem by using an RFID mechanism and offering an effective service. Since RFID technology
exhibits powerful identification characteristics, it can help reduce manpower costs and increase oper-
ational efficiency. This is especially useful in a supply chain environment [1][17][19]. As RFID can
identify an object without requiring physical contact, it provides an efficient identification for shipping
and receiving containers. However, an important issue for RFID systems is demonstrating where two or
more RFID tags are simultaneously located. The typical RFID applications can be classified using three
authentication styles: (1) object-to-object, (2) object-to-man, and (3) man-to-man. An example of (1)
would be a scenario where a pharmaceutical distributor may want to prove that a bottle of medicine was
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sold together with its instructions leaflet or that a number of components were delivered simultaneously.
Regarding (2), a user could lend a book by associating it with another book using their RFID card in a
library. Alternately, customs could quickly check boarding card information, i.e. baggage, along with
one’s electronic passport. Furthermore, in a battlefield context, weaponry or equipment may be linked to
a specific person. With (3), meeting organizers may want to prove that a group of people were present
together at a meeting. The common thread is that these applications have to prove that the related tags si-
multaneously existed, and our RFID application focuses on the object-to-man style. Thus, how to prove
where two or more members’ RFID tags are simultaneously has become an important issue in RFID
applications.

For example, the Boeing Company is famous for building airplanes all over the world, but the Boeing
Company only produces a small amount of the airplane materials, while the most material is manufac-
tured by other companies. When Boeing wants to build an airplane from materials from different compa-
nies or countries, they must correctly identify each part for its corresponding plane. If the Company does
not create an exact match, it may cause an accident because of unsafe architecture. Similarly, customs
has to differentiate between the containers from the various countries, so customs is also confronted with
an overload of container checks. To prevent the checks from becoming a bottleneck for the supply chain,
an RFID yoking proof mechanism can solve the similar applications.

In 2004, Juels [16] first defined a yoking proof which used a random number independently gen-
erated by each tag to produce a proof. In 2005, Saito and Sakurai [22] observed that Juels’ scheme is
vulnerable to replay attacks and proposed a grouping proof that requested timestamps from a trusted
server. In 2006, Piramuthu [21] showed that Saito and Sakurai’s scheme was still vulnerable to replay
attacks and proposed existence-proofs that kept a random number in the tag memory and sent the infor-
mation generated by a pre-tag as the input of the next tag. Next, Lin et al. [18] argued that Piramuthu’s
scheme was still vulnerable to race conditions between tags and readers, so they proposed a coexistence
proof that used a couple chain to solve the problem. In 2008, Burmester et al. [6] proposed provably
secure grouping-proofs, which offer a new solution to the communication problems between tags by
group, such that the tags can use a common secret within the group to verify other tags. However, the
problem for Burmester et al’s scheme is that it does not explain how to find the anonymity tag. In 2009,
Chien and Liu [9] proposed a tree-based RFID yoking proof that can identify the tags as O(1) and re-
tained anonymity. In 2010, Pedro et al. [20] discussed flaws in the RFID grouping proofs that conform
to the EPCglobal C1G2 standards [15] and are low cost. Notably, this scheme is not able to achieve
mutual authentication between the tag and reader. Moreover, problems exist in the above schemes, such
as failure to resist known RFID attacks and race conditions, lack of forward secrecy, and non-conformer
to EPCglobal C1G2 standards and off-line verification. In 2010, Huang and Ku [14] proposed an RFID
grouping proof protocol for the safe medication of inpatients to discuss the RFID application with the
medical management. Next, Chien et al. [10] proposed two RFID-based solutions to enhance inpatient
medication safety to improve Huang and Ku’s protocol. Suitably, a good yoking proof scheme should
conform to EPCglobal C1G2 standards [7] or resist related attacks, such as replay attacks, man-in-the-
middle attacks, impersonation tag attacks, tag tracking attacks and DoS attacks. In this paper, we use
the yoking proof mechanism of RFID to enhance the efficiency of the customers’ check. The proposed
novel protocol can also achieve these requirements.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the proposed protocol. We
discuss how the proposed scheme can defend against known attacks and introduce the protocol’s mech-
anism in Section 3. Section 4 provides a comparison of security and cost with other schemes, and we
provide conclusions in Section 5.
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2 The proposed scheme

2.1 Notation

M : a secret value known by tag, reader and server

EPCx : the EPC code of tag X

Keyx : tag X’s secret key

SSK : the server’s private key, based on the RSA assumption

SPK : the server’s public key, based on the RSA assumption

RSK : the reader’s private key, based on the RSA assumption

RPK : the reader’s public key, based on the RSA assumption

RS,RRi ,Rτi : the random numbers generated by server, reader, tag (driver’s tag, car’s tag or container’s tag) respectively

PRNG() : a pseudorandom number generation function

SSSK(m) : use the server’s private key, SSK, to sign message m

VSPK(m) : use the server’s public key, SPK, to verify message m

DRSK(m) : use the reader’s private key, RSK, to decrypt message m

ERPK(m) : use the reader’s public key, RPK, to encrypt message m

⊕ : exclusive-or operation

A? = B : determine whether A is equal to B or not

−→ : insecure channel

2.2 System framework

The proposed protocol proves the simultaneous presence of members (driver, car and container) and
then checks to see if the relationship between the members is legal or not without the server. At first,
assume customs can activate their readers to communicate with tags, and there exists a secure channel be-
tween the reader and the server. When a driver ships containers into a warehouse or transports containers
to another place, customs verifies the identity of the members by decrypting the message on the driver’s
tag and then checks to see if the relationship between the members is legal or not. Finally, customs,
according to the information, checks to see if the driver is legal or not. In the proposed scheme, we use
the RSA [24] assumption to improve security between reader and server. Similar applications appeared
in [2][8][25]. We also provide a related proof to illustrate the security in Subsection 3.1.1. Here, we
present the scenario as in Figure 1.

(1) Server: manages all tags and stores related information. For example: the reader’s public key, tag’s
EPC code, and secret key.

(2) Reader: an RFID reader which can authenticate the tags.
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Figure 1: Scenario of yoking-proof protocol

(3) Tag: a tag (Tdriver, Tcar or Tcontainer) stores the related information of a member (driver, car or
container) and conforms to EPCglobal C1G2 standards.

The scenario of our scheme is divided into ten steps:

Step 1: The server sets the secret information into each tag (driver, car and container), and then gen-
erates a symmetric key with the reader for processing communication.

Step 2: The reader sends a query message to the driver’s tag.
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Step 3: The tag randomly chooses a random number to mix the encrypted message and then sends the
mixed message to the reader.

Step 4: The reader decrypts the mixed message to get the member’s information and sends a challenge
message to the car’s tag.

Step 5: Upon receiving the challenge message from the reader, the car’s tag verifies the message and
responds to the reader.

Step 6: The reader verifies the response message and sends a challenge message to the container’s tag.

Step 7: Upon receiving the challenge message, the container’s tag verifies the message and responds
to the reader.

Step 8: The reader verifies the response message from the container’s tag and responds with a message
with the driver’s challenge to the driver’s tag.

Step 9: Upon receiving the response from the reader, the driver’s tag verifies the received message to
check to see if the reader is legal or not. Then, the driver’s tag responds to the reader.

Step 10: The reader verifies thither the driver is correct or not.

Our protocol includes the following two phases: initial phase and authentication phase.

2.3 Initial Phase

In this phase, the reader and tags register with the server, and the server sets the secret information
into the tags and records the information. We present the scenario of the registration phase as follows:

Step 1: Reader and tags register with the server via a secure channel.

Step 2: Upon receiving the requested information from the driver’s tag, the server generates a random
number, RS, with the server’s private key, SSK, and the reader’s public key, RPK, to compute
(C1,C2) respectively:

C1 = SSSK(EPCdriver⊕RS,EPCcar⊕RS,EPCcontainer⊕RS) (1)

C2 = ERPK(EPCdriver,EPCcar,EPC)container,Keydriver,Keycar,Keycontainer,RS) (2)

Then, the server sets the secret value, M; the EPC codes (EPCdriver,EPCcar,EPCcontainer), and
the secret keys Keydriver,Keycar,Keycontainer), to their corresponding tag Tdriver,TcarorTcontainer,
respectively. Finally, the server sends the information (RS,C1,C2) to the driver’s tag via the
secure channel.

Step 3: Upon receiving message (RS,C1,C2), the driver’s tag stores (RS,C1,C2).
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Figure 2: first part of the authentication phase

2.4 Authentication phase

In this phase, the reader sends a query message to the driver’s tags and examines the simultaneous
presence of member tags without the server’s help. In addition, the driver’s tags can authenticate the
legal reader through a challenge-response. Notably, our protocol can support the member’s inclusion of
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Figure 3: second part of the authentication phase

more than two members. Here we use the driver’s tag, Tdriver; car’s tag, Tcar; container’s tag, Tcontainer

and reader to present the scenario of the authentication phase in Fig. 2 and 3:

Step 1: Before authenticating the tags, the reader has to query the driver’s tag, Tdriver, to get the rele-
vant information about the members. So, the reader sends a query message to the driver’s tag
for service.

Step 2: Upon receiving the query message, the driver’s tag, Tdriver, generates a random number RT1

and computes:

C3 =C1⊕RT1 (3)
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C4 =C2⊕RT1 (4)

C5 = RT1⊕M (5)

Then the driver’s tag, Tdriver, sends message (C3,C4,C5) to the reader.

Step 3: After receiving message (C3,C4,C5) from the driver’s tag, Tdriver, the reader first computes:

R′T1
=C5⊕M (6)

then, uses the computed challenge number, R′T1
and the private key, RSK, to decrypt C4 to

obtain the member’s identity information and secret information.

(EPCdriver,EPCcar,EPCcontainer,Key′driver,Key′car,Key′container,R
′
S) = DRSK(C4⊕R′T1

) (7)

Thus, the reader gets the random number, R′S, generated by the server, each member’s EPC
(EPC′driver,EPC′car,EPC′container) and secret keys (Key′driver,Key′car,Key′container.
Next, the reader uses the random number, R′S from the server and the member’s identity in-
formation (EPC′driver,EPC′car,EPC′container) to authenticate C5 as signed by a legal server or
not:

(EPC′driver⊕R′S,EPC′car⊕R′S,EPC′container⊕R′S)? =VSPK(C3⊕R′T 1) (8)

If Eq. (8) holds, the message (RS,C1,C2) is correctly generated by the server, then the reader
generates a random number, RR1 , and computes:

C6 = EPC′car⊕RR1⊕M (9)

C7 = PRNG(EPC′car⊕Key′car⊕RR1) (10)

Finally, the reader sends message (C6,C7) to the car’s tag, Tcar.

Step 4: Upon receiving the query message, the car’s tag, Tcar, uses its EPC EPCcar and secret calue,
M, to compute the challenge number

RR1 =C6⊕EPCcar⊕M (11)

and then verifies C7

C7? = PRNG(EPCcar⊕Keycar⊕R′R1
) (12)

If Eq. (12) holds, the reader is correct and the car’s tag, Tcar, generates a random number, RT2 .
Then the car’s tag, Tcar, uses the challenge number, R′R1

; a random number, RT2 and the secret
key, Keycar, to compute the message, C8 and C9:

C8 = EPCcar⊕TT2⊕M (13)
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C9 = PRNG(EPCcar⊕Keycar⊕R′R1
⊕RT2) (14)

Finally, the car’s tag, Tcar, sends message (C8,C9) to the reader.

Step 5: Upon receiving message (C8,C9) from the car’s tag, Tcar, the reader computes the challenge
number to verify as follows:

R′T2
=C8⊕EPC′car⊕M (15)

C9? = PRNG(EPC′car⊕Key′car⊕RR1⊕R′T2
) (16)

If Eq. (16) holds, the car’s tag, Tcar, is correct. Then the reader generates a random number,
RR2 , to compute message (C10,C11) as follows:

C10 = EPC′container⊕RR2⊕M (17)

C11 = PRNG(EPC′container⊕Key′container⊕RR2) (18)

Next, the reader sends message (C10,C11) to challenge the container’s tag, Tcontainer.

Step 6: Upon receiving message (C10,C11), the container’s tag, Tcontainer, decomposes C10 to get the
challenge number, R′R2

, of the reader with its EPC and the secret value, M, as follows:

R′R2
=C10⊕EPCcontainer⊕M (19)

Next, the container’s tag, Tcontainer, verifies C11

C11? = PRNG(EPCcontainer⊕Keycontainer⊕R′R2
) (20)

If Eq. (20) holds, the reader is correct and the container’s tag, Tcontainer, generates a ran-
dom number, RT3 , to respond to the reader. Then the container’s tag, Tcontainer, uses the chal-
lenge number, R′R2

; a random number, RT3 and its secret key, Keycontainer, to compute message
(C12,C13):

C12 = EPCcontainer⊕RT3⊕M (21)

C13 = PRNG(EPCcontainer⊕Keycontainer⊕R′R2
⊕RT3) (22)

Finally, the container’s tag, Tcontainer sends message (C12,C13) to the reader.

Step 7: Upon receiving message (C12,C13) from the container’s tag, Tcontainer, the first the reader must
get the challenge number, R′T3

, of the container’s tag, Tcontainer, as follows:

R′T3
=C12⊕EPC′container⊕M (23)
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Second, the tag reader verifies C13

C13? = PRNG(EPC′container⊕Key′container⊕RR2⊕R′T3
) (24)

If Eq.(24) holds, the container’s tag, Tcontainer, is correct. Now the reader has already checked
both the car’s tag and the container’s tag. So the reader generates a random number, RRS , and
then computes (C14,C15) with the server’s challenge number, R′S, as follows:

C14 = EPC′driver⊕RRS ⊕M (25)

C15 = PRNG(EPC′driver⊕Key′driver⊕R′S⊕RRS) (26)

Finally, the reader sends message (C14,C15 to challenge the driver’s tag, Tdriver.

Step 8: After receiving message (C14,C15)from the reader, the driver’s tag, Tdriver first decomposes
C14 to get the challenge number, R′RS

, of the reader with its EPC and the secret value, M, as
follows:

R′RS
=C14⊕EPCdriver⊕M (27)

and then verifies C15

C15? = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕R′S⊕R′RS
) (28)

If Eq.(28) holds, the reader is correct, and then the driver’s tag, Tdriver, uses the server’s chal-
lenge number, R′S; the random number, RT 1, generated by itself and the reader’s challenge
number, R′RS

, with its secret key, Keydriver to compute message C16:

C16 = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕R′S⊕RT1⊕R′RS
) (29)

Finally, the driver’s tag, Tdriver, sends message C16 to the reader.

Step 9: Upon receiving message C16 from the driver’s tag, Tdriver, the reader uses the server’s challenge
number, R′S; the challenge number, R′T1

, generated by the driver’s tag, Tdriver and the challenge
number, RRS , with the driver’s secret key, Keydriver, to verify C16 as follows:

C16? = PRNG(EPC′driver⊕Key′driver⊕R′S⊕R′T1
⊕RRS) (30)

If Eq.(30) holds, the driver’s tag, Tdriver, is legal. Now our scheme has complete the checks for
all members (reader, driver, car and container).

3 Security analysis

In this section, we discuss the proposed yoking proof scheme and how we can defend against various
attacks.
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3.1 Preliminaries of security

In the proposed yoking proof system between reader and server, security is based on the RSA as-
sumption. As shown in Subsection 2.3 and 2.4, we utilize two functionalities that include the public
key encryption, EX()/decryption,DX() [4][11][12] and the public key signing, SX()/veri f ication,VX()
[3][12][23], respectively.

In 1994, Bellare and Rogaway [4] introduced an Optimal Asymmetric Encryption (OAEP) Scheme
using the RSA assumption [24]. The OAEP scheme was believed to achieve semantic security against
adaptive chosen cipher attacks. In 2001, Fujisaki et al. [13] proved that the OAEP scheme, based on the
RSA assumption, is semantically secure against adaptive chosen cipher attacks in the Random Oracle
Model [5]. They mainly showed that the security of the OAEP scheme can actually be proven under
the one-wayness of the RSA function. In our yoking proof system, we use Fujisaki et al.’s Asymmetric
Encryption Scheme to provide the public key encryption/decryption function. The security theorem of
Fujisaki et al.’s Asymmetric Encryption Scheme is presented below:

Theorem 1. In the Random Oracle Model, if an adversary with adaptive chosen cipher capability and
a non-negligible advantage can violate the semantic security of the Optimal Asymmetric Encryption
(OAEP) Scheme, then there exists a challenger to solve the one-wayness of the RSA function.
Proof. For the details of the proof for this theorem refer to [11].

For the Adopted Signature Scheme in our yoking proof system, we may use the well-known RSA
Probabilistic Signature Scheme (RSA-PSS scheme) [12] under the RSA assumption in the Random Or-
acle Model or the Cramer-Shoup Signature Scheme [3][23] without relying on random oracles under
the strong RSA assumption. In 2000, Cramer and Shoup [11] proposed a signature scheme and proved
that the proposed scheme is existentially unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message attacks. In 2003,
Fischlin [12] improved the Cramer-Shoup Signature Scheme to allow faster signing and verification.
Here, we use the well-known RSA-PSS Scheme [12] in our yoking proof System. The security theorem
of the RSA-PSS Signature Scheme is presented here. The following theorem shows the security of the
RSA-PSS based on the security of the RSA assumption [24].

Theorem 2. In the Random Oracle Model and under the security of the RSA function, the RSA Prob-
abilistic Signature Scheme (RSA-PSS scheme) is existentially enforceable under adaptive chosen- mes-
sage attacks.
Proof. For the details of the proof for this theorem refer to Fischlin (Fischlin, 2003).

3.2 Prevention of attacks analysis

3.2.1 Privacy protection

In the authentication phase, an attacker can intercept messages when the tag sends messages to
the reader. On the other hand, the EPCcar, EPCcontainer and EPCdriver are mixed by random numbers
RT2 ,RTS ,RRS , and the member message, M, respectively:

C8 = EPCcar⊕RT2⊕M (13)

C12 = EPCcontainer⊕RT3⊕M (21)
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C14 = EPC′driver⊕RRS ⊕M (25)

So, the attacker can’t decompose the messages to ascertain the EPC EPCdriver of the driver’s tag
Tdriver, the EPC EPCcar of the car’s tag Tcar or the EPC EPCcar of the container’s tag Tcontainer.

3.2.2 Resist relay attacks

In the authentication phase, when the reader queries the tags, each tag responds with the correspond-
ing messages to the request. An attacker can eavesdrop on the transmission messages via an insecure
channel and store the messages in their memory. Next, the attacker uses the intercepted message to pass
the reader’s authentication. However, the replay attack will fail. Here we use the driver’s tag, Tdriver, to
present the scenario as an attacker eavesdropping on the communication messages.
The first legitimate communication:

Step 1: Reader→ Tag Tdriver : (C14,C15)
Tag Tdriver→ Reader : C16
Where:

C14 = EPCdriver⊕RRS ⊕M (31)

C15 = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕RS⊕RRS) (32)

C16 = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕RS⊕RT1⊕RRS) (33)

When the reader wants to query some tag in the n-th communication, the attacker replays message
C14, to spoof the reader, but the attack will fail. The reason is described as follows:
The n-th legitimate communication:

Step 1: Reader→ Tag Tdriver : (C′14,C
′
15)

Tag Tdriver→ Reader : C′16
Where:

C14 = EPCdriver⊕R′RS
⊕M (34)

C′15 = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕RS⊕R′RS
) (35)

C′16 = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕R′S⊕R′T1
⊕R′R3

) (36)

Since

RR2 6= R′R2
(37)
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We can see

C16 6=C′16 (38)

Because the reader uses random number, R′R2
to challenge the driver’s tag, the reader can verify

whether the received messages are legal or not. Thus, the attacker fails to pass the reader’s authentication.

3.2.3 Resist man-in-the-middle attack

In the authentication phase, an attacker can eavesdrop on transmission messages between the tag and
the reader, and then modify the message to counterfeit a legitimate role. The scenario is described as
follows:

Step 3: Reader→ Tag Tcar : (C6,C7)

Step 4: Tag Tcar→ Reader : (C8,C9)

Step 5: Reader→ Tag Tcontainer : (C10,C11)

Step 6: Tag Tcontainer→ Reader : (C12,C13)

Step 7: Reader→ Tag Tdriver : (C14,C15)

Step 8: Tag Tdriver→ Reader : C16

The reader computes message (C8,C9) as follows:

C8 = EPCcar⊕RT2⊕M (13)

C9 = PRNG(EPCcar⊕Keycar⊕R′R1
⊕RT2) (14)

The attacker can intercept amd modify message (C8,C9) to counterfeit a reader with C′8 and C′9:

C8⊕C′8 = EPCcar⊕RT2⊕M⊕EPCcar⊕R′T2
⊕M = RT2⊕R′T2

(39)

C′8 =C8⊕RT2⊕R′T2
(40)

Since C9 and C′9 are generated by PRNG():

C9 = PRNG(EPCcar⊕Keycar⊕R′R1
⊕RT2) (14)

C′9 = PRNG(EPCcar⊕Keycar⊕R′R1
⊕R′T2

) (41)

Because the attacker doesn’t know the EPC of the car’s tag, Tcar, the secret key, Keycar, and the
reader’s challenge number, R′R1

, the attacker can’t compute a C′9 to match the C′8. Similarly, the tag Tdriver
and Tcontainer also use the same method to authenticate others, respectively. Thus, our scheme can resist
man-in-the-middle attacks.
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3.2.4 Resist tag impersonation attack

When a reader queries the tags, each tag responds with the corresponding messages to the request.
An attacker can eavesdrop on the transmission messages via an insecure channel and record the messages
in their memory. Then, the attacker uses the messages to pass the reader’s authentication. Assume the
attacker eavesdrops on the following communication messages; we use the car’s tag, Tcar, to describe the
scenario:
Tag Tcar→ Reader : (C8,C9) where

C8 = EPCcar⊕RT2⊕M (13)

C9 = PRNG(EPCcar⊕Keycar⊕R′R1
⊕RT2) (14)

When intercepting message (C8,C9), the attacker can resend the messages to spoof the reader in the
next transaction. However, the reader uses the random number, R′R1

to query the tag. The reader can
verify whether the received message is legal or not. Thus, the tag impersonation attack can’t succeed.

3.2.5 Resist tag tracking attack

In our scheme, an attacker can eavesdrop on the transmission messages between the tag and the
reader, and then store the messages for later use. If the tag responds again, the attacker compares these
new communication messages with the preceding message to ascertain whether the tag is the same. Here
we use the car’s tag, Tcar, to present the scenario as follows:
Tag Tcar sends the 1st and n-th communication messages to the reader.
The 1st legitimate transaction:
Step 2: Tag Tcar → Reader: (C8,C9)
The n-th legitimate transaction:
Step 2: Tag Tcar → Reader: (C′8,C

′
9)

The attacker can eavesdrop on message (C8,C9) and (C′8,C
′
9), but the attacker doesn’t know both

message (C8,C9) and (C′8,C
′
9) are sent from the same tag. The reason is described as follows:

since

C8 = EPCcar⊕RT2⊕M (13)

C8 = EPCcar⊕R′T2
⊕M (42)

we can see

C8 6=C′8 (43)

Since

C9 = PRNG(EPCcar⊕Keycar⊕R′R1
⊕RT2) (14)

C9 = PRNG(EPCcar⊕Keycar⊕R′R1
⊕R′T2

) (44)
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we can see

C9 6=C′9 (46)

Since random number, RT2 of the car’s tag, Tcar, is different for each transaction, both the driver’s
tag, Tdriver and the container’s tag, Tcontainer use different random numbers, respectively. Our scheme can
resist the tracking attack.

3.2.6 Resist DoS attack

An attacker responds with a message to spoof the reader impersonating a legal member of the group.
On the other hand, the attacker interrupts the transmission to interfere with the legal members; these
situations result in a faulty proof. The scenario is described as follows:

Step 1: Reader→ Tag Tcar : (C6,C7)

C6 = EPC′car⊕RR1⊕M (9)

C7 = PRNG(EPC′car⊕Key′car⊕RR1) (10)

Upon receiving message (C6,C7), the car’s tag, Tcar computes the RR1 and verifies C7:

C7? = PRNG(EPC′car⊕Keycar⊕RR1) (12)

Since the car’s tag, Tcar’s, is unique to solve the correct number, RR1 , and the Tcar’s secret key,
Key′car , only the car’s tag, Tcar, can authenticate the message and perform the protocol. Thus,
our scheme can resist a DoS attack.

3.3 Mechanism analysis

3.3.1 Mutual authentication

Case 1: Reader authenticates tag
The reader uses the random number, RR2 ; the tag’s identity, EPC′driver; the secret value, M, and the tag’s
key, Key′driver, to compute C14 and C15 as follows:

C14 = EPC′driver⊕RR3⊕M (25)

C15 = PRNG(EPC′driver⊕Key′driver⊕R′S⊕RRS) (26)

The driver’s tag, Tdriver, uses the tag’s identity, EPC′driver, and the secret value, M, to decompose
message C14 and obtains the reader’s challenge number, RR2 . Then, the driver’s tag, Tdriver, uses the
random number, RR2 and computes C16 as follows:

C16 = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕R′S⊕RT1⊕R′RS
) (29)

When receiving, the reader verifies as follows:

C16? = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕R′S⊕RT1⊕RRS) (30)
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If Eq.(30) holds, the driver’s tag, Tdriver, is correct.

Case 2: Tag authenticates reader
The driver’s tag, Tdriver, generates a random number, RT1 , to compute and sends a message (C3,C4,C5)
to the reader. Upon receiving the message, the reader computes the random number,R′S, generated by the
server, each member’s EPC (EPC′driver,EPC′car,EPC′container) and the secret key (Key′driver,Key′car,Key′container)
as follows:

R′T1
=C5⊕M (6)

(EPCdriver,EPCcar,EPCcontainer,Key′driver,Key′car,Key′container,R
′
S) = DRSK(C4⊕R′T1

) (7)

(EPC′driver⊕R′S,EPC′car⊕R′S,EPC′container⊕R′S)? =VSPK(C3⊕R′T 1) (8)

and then sends to the driver’s tag, Tdriver. The driver’s tag, Tdriver verifies C15:

C15? = PRNG(EPCdriver⊕Keydriver⊕R′S⊕R′RS
) (28)

If Eq. (28) holds, the reader is legal. The authentication of other tags is similar to that of a driver’s
tag, Tdriver.

3.3.2 Anonymity

In our protocol, message (C1,C2) is transmitted in a secure channel. We do not transmit the tag’s
secret value, M, and the tag’s EPC(EPCdriver,EPCcar,EPCcontainer) in plain text. We camouflage EPC
codes with the generated random numbers, RS, RRi , RTi and (Key′driver,Key′car,Key′container) between the
sender and receiver in an insecure channel. So, if attackers interrupt this information to analyze the
identity of a sender or receiver, he or she only obtains the protected identity of members in the current
transaction. The attackers fail to obtain the real identity information of the members.

3.3.3 Conform EPCglobal C1G2

In our protocol, tags only use comparison operations, exclusive-or operations and PRNG operations.
These operations conform to the EPCglobal C1G2 standards and low-cost. They can decrease the com-
putational load of tags.

4 Discussions

In Table 1, we compare our scheme with other yoking proof schemes for known RFID attacks. Our
scheme can resist numerous known attacks (Table 1) where other schemes may suffer from these attacks.
Notably, our scheme improves upon existing security standards. We can see our protocol is more robust
than others.

In Table 2, we compare our mechanism with other yoking proof schemes.

In Table 3, we compare our scheme with other protocols in the context of time complexity. First,
we store the server’s information in tags so that the reader can use the information to verify whether
the transaction is legal. In Table 1, we show how the proposed scheme can defend against more known
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Attacks
Schemes

Chien and Liu [9] Pedro et al. [20] Chien et al. [10] Ours

Prevention of re-
play attack

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Prevention of sub-
set replay attack

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Prevention of
man-in-the-middle
attack

No No No Yes

Prevention of im-
personation tag at-
tack

Yes No Yes Yes

Prevention of
forgery attack

Yes Yes No Yes

Prevention of track-
ing attack

No Yes No Yes

Prevention of DoS
attack

Yes Yes No Yes

Table 1: Security comparison of the related yoking-proof schemes

Mechanisms
Schemes

Chien and Liu [9] Pedro et al. [20] Chien et al. [10] Ours

Tag encryption
method

HASH PRNG PRNG PRNG

Mutual authentica-
tion

Yes No No Yes

Off-line No No No Yes
Anonymity Yes Yes No Yes
Conform to EPC-
global C1G2

No Yes Yes Yes

Table 2: Mechanism comparison of the related yoking-proof schemes

attacks than other schemes. In Table 2, we also elucidate how our protocol offers mutual authentication.
For conforming to EPCglobal C1G2 standards, tag uses simple operations to process computing. We
also use the RSA to improve security between the reader and server. The related proof is illustrated
in Subsection 3.1.1. In such design, we can avoid the session key construction and updated problems.
Moreover, we have more tags than other schemes. This is why our scheme requires more computation
time.
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Roles
Schemes

Chien and Liu [9] Pedro et al. [20] Chien et al. [10] Ours

Tag 21TXOR +
2TPRNG +9TH

21TXOR +
2TADD +
23TPRNG +
2TCOMP

2nTXOR +
3nTPRNG

30TXOR +
6TPRNG +
3TCOMP

Reader (server) TCOMP TSY E TSY E 33TXOR +
6TPRNG +
TASY E + TASY D +
TASY S + TASYV +
4TCOMP

Searching cost for
identifying a tag

O(1) O(n) O(1) O(1)

Tag numbers 2 2 n 3

Table 3: Time complexity comparison of the related yoking-proof schemes

NOTES:

TCOMP : the time for comparison

TXOR : the time for executing an exclusive-or operation

TPRNG : the time for executing a pseudo random number generation

TH : the time for executing a hash function

TASY E : the time for executing an asymmetric encryption operation

TASY D : the time for executing an asymmetric decryption operation

TASY S : the time for executing an asymmetric signature operation

TASYV : the time for executing an asymmetric verification operation

n : the number of group tags

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel scheme of proof by demonstrating two or more RFID tags simul-
taneously for the RFID system. The proposed scheme not only conforms to EPCglobal C1G2 standards,
but also resists known attacks, such as replay attacks, man-in-the-middle attacks, impersonation tag
attacks, tag tracking attacks and DoS attacks. The proposed scheme can increase the efficiency of trans-
actions through our yoking proof protocol.

Furthermore, our scheme can provide information to the registered device to verify members for
processing verification requests without a server. On the basis of the aforementioned factors, using
RFID conforming to EPCglobal C1G2 standards to check whether the member belongs, we can reduce
manpower requirements for supply-chain applications. In summary, our scheme can provide a conve-
nient, low-cost, and improved security mechanism within customs and supply-chain systems. Since the
tags only use lightweight operations (exclusive-or operation and pseudorandom number generation), our
scheme can conform to EPCglobal C1G2 standards. The proposed scheme can also resist known attacks.
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Notably, we expect our scheme to be applied widely in similar applications. For example, we can im-
plement the RFID application with medical management to enhance medical service and decrease harm
caused by human factors.
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